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UND housing launches new LLC

“Social Justice” comes to Selke Hall with plenty of room to grow
Connor Johnson
The Dakota Student

For several years, students
arriving at the University of
North Dakota have had the
option of joining Living and
Learning Communities, which
group students with similar
majors and interests in a single
area of a dorm, letting them
work and thrive together. This
year, a new LLC was added to
the option for new students,
the Social Justice LLC, located
in Selke Hall, part of the Wilkerson complex of dormitories.
Unlike the other communities, which primarily focus
on academic studies and lifestyles, the Social Justice community works to promote and
practice social equality on a
broader scale.
“When students leave
here, they’re going to enter a
world that’s complicated,” said
Connie Frazier, executive director of housing and dining,
in an interview with the Grand
Forks Herald. “This is a place
to start having conversations
about problems that don’t have
easy answers.”
The other LLCs have
proven their effectiveness over
time, according to Frazier.
“Just like the national research shows that the students
in the LLCs when compared
to their peers in the same major, they get better grades, they
persist in the major better, they
are retained at higher rates and
they feel a close connection to
their peers in the classes,” she
said.
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Cheryl Terrance (left) is the faculty advisor for the Ten Percent Society. The new LLC is housed on the ground floor of Selke Hall.

Unique to the Social Justice
LLC, students applying to the
community have the option
of selecting a gender inclusive
room assignment, meaning
that students have the option
to, according to the web page,
“live with the roommate with
whom they are most comfortable without consideration to
the individual’s sex, gender or
gender expression.” The gender inclusive assignments must
be mutual, and are only available upon request.
The Social Justice LLC

joins the other communities
around campus: the Aviation
community in Noren Hall, the
Engineering and Mines community in McVey Hall, and
the Wellness community in
West Hall all part of the Wilkerson complex and the Honors
community located in either
Johnstone or Fulton Halls.
New and returning students
alike are welcome to apply to
the Social Justice community.
Students taking part in a
LLC have the option to join
in on events and activities,

but must also complete certain criteria to remain in the
LLC. No events are currently
scheduled for the Social Justice
LLC, but UND’s Ten Percent
Society- the oldest LGBT support group in the state predicts
it will be involved in helping
schedule activities, according to faculty advisor Cheryl
Terrance speaking to Campus
Reform. The TPS was not involved in the creation of the
LLC. Rather, it was the result
of conversations within other
residence halls, and the effort

of the hall government, who
passed the resolution to create
the community.
For the first year, however, the community is rather
small, with less than five suites
filled to capacity at least one of
which has people who did not
originally sign up for the hall.
“Students are aware of
those conversations,” said Frazier, “They aren’t as unplugged
as many think they are. They
know it’s happening and they
have the same questions as the
rest of us. How do I feel about

this? I feel strongly about these
issues, how do I be a part of
this?”
Starting this year, the Social Justice Living and Learning Community provides an
opportunity for those wanting
to take part.
For more information contact RA Ethan Doll.

Connor Johnson writer for The
Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
connor.johnson@und.edu

Dunlevy launches new class

A look at the first business class for UAS majors at UND

Haley Olson
The Dakota Student
This semester, UND made
history by being the first university to have a class that
incorporates both unmanned
aircraft systems (UAS) and
business.
The new class is called
ENTR 395: Unmanned Aircraft Systems in Business and
is on Wednesday nights from
5:00p.m. – 8:00p.m.. It is
taught by SkySkopes President and CEO, Matt Dunlevy. Throughout the semester,
the course material is divided
into three parts. Part one is the
training phase. Students learn
how to fly UAS, fix them, etc.
Then the second part is the educational phase. By the third
part, students will be developing their own business plans to
pitch to investors in a “Shark
Tank”-like fashion.
A history major in college,
Dunlevy may not be the person you thought would teach
a class like this. But for as long
as he can remember, he has
been in love with both business and aviation. Dunlevy has
been flying manned aircraft
since he was 15. But he wasn’t
the only one in his family who
loved aircraft. His grandparents both flew gliders. His
grandpa was actually a naval
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pilot in World War II and flew
the Hellcats. Dunlevy wasn’t
sure if this was the reason he
had such a passion for aviation, but he definitely thought
it was a cool story.
When Dunlevy was 23,
he started his own business:
a smartphone and computer
repair company. He said that
after that, “I caught the entrepreneurial bug.” Ever since
that day, he has started up a
couple businesses, the most
recent being SkySkopes, the
leading UAS flight service provider in North Dakota.
With his close affiliation
with UAS and business, that
was how Dunlevy could justify his teaching of this class.
He may not be a professor, but
he has had enough experience
with both sides of the class,
that he and Margaret Williams, the dean that pitched
the idea originally, felt that he
would be the perfect instructor. He was also extremely interested in the history of such
a position, being he was holding the first of its kind in the
nation.
“It proves we really are
leaders in the UAS industry.”
Dunlevy stated
UAS students are not
the only students that can or
should take this class. The fact
that it’s a 300 level course might
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UAVs such as the DJI3 Phantom Professional are flown by students in the UAS program but they lacked
business classes tailored to their field.

have scared some students off.
“If you have a pulse, you can
take this class,” Dunlevy said.
Business and UAS affect everyone, especially around UND.
The only reason for the high
number of the course was because at this point in time, it
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has to be classified as a special
topics class, although Dunlevy
and others are doing their best
to make it a required course
for UAS students. For students
who are UAS majors, Dunlevy
said that this course will help
students understand what the

Up North Pizza
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people on the other side of the
table are thinking. Also, this
way, students can start their
own UAS business rather than
just looking for someone to
work for right out of college.
This gives them the knowledge and skills they will need

to move forward in their field,
from Robin where they will fly
to Ryan, where they will run
the business.
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Haley Olson is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
Haley.l.Olson@und.edu
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Last festival before the frost
David Owen
Dakota Student

This past weekend, we had
one last festival in the city of
Grand Forks, over one year in
the making. The Downtown
Street Fair hosted by the Downtown Development Association,
was a textbook example of a
street fair done right, and they
appear to have taken many steps
recommended by the community which were suggested after the
Grand Forken Festival, despite
being a separate promotion.
For starters, the festival went
across two separate days and had
a heavy night-time component,
which allowed for far more participation from the college town.
In this particular festival they also
decided to focus on quality over
quantity, having just four stages
for bands to perform on, and
were far more centralized in the
down-town bar area. By keeping
the events in close proximity to
hot-spots such as Brick and Barley, and Joe Black’s they were able
to allow the traffic to naturally
flow from the event into the bars
between sets. Lastly, they were
able to secure liquor permits to
allow the vendors to carry alcohol, with a focus on both tried
and true American domestics,

Weather
Report

monday

43 / 63

tuesday

59 / 38

wednesday

68 / 51

thursday

70 / 54

friday

70 / 47

Photo courtesy of visitgrandforks.com
The street fair featured artisans and vendors from around the country

such as Bud Light, as well as the
smaller craft brews.
The festival this year also
decided to focus on traditionally popular music as opposed
to the experimental. Throughout the entire festival the bands
on the main stage stuck with the
traditional top 100 hits from the
1980s such as Journey’s “Don’t
Stop Believing”, and Kenny Log-

gins’ “Footloose”, with a healthy
mix of modern country added
in. The final act and headline
of Saturday was the highly rated
local talent Rhyme or Reason,
a staple of the North Dakota
country music scene, and drew
in well over 100 people with ages
in the audience ranging from
their late 50’s to just past 18.
Rhyme or Reason was also able

to draw in people from other cities in the region, with some driving all the way from Fargo just to
see them perform.
While there was plenty of
entertainment, there was also a
renewed focus simple food options provided by the vendors to
be supplemented by the restaurants. This year, more than three
different food trucks were pres-

ent with a wide variety of carnival
type food available which while
lacking variety was the perfect
snack. Additionally, due to the
changed location and newfound
proximity to the restaurants it
was easy for fairgoers to step in to
have a sit-down meal, while still
being able to listen to the music,
which decreased the traffic and
clutter, while allowing those that
preferred the more meal oriented
vendors from previous events to
still have that option available.
Lastly, while the night-events
catered to the more adult crowd,
the day-time was perfect for
families and shoppers, with more
than a dozen merchants, and a
dedicated space in the park for
the children to play.
As a result, this festival was
successful in what it sought out
to do, provide everyone with
something enjoyable, and bring
much needed revenue to the
town. This is just another in
a long line of successes for the
Downtown Development Association, and they continue to
grow in both ambition and execution.
David Owen is the news editor
for the Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
dowen123455@yahoo.com

UND professor arrested

Fourth in less than two years similar charges
David Owen
Dakota Student
On Friday, yet another
member of the Grand Forks
community was indicted on
chargers related to child pornography. Eric Basile, a UND
professor for the aviation department, was indicted for having images and video of men
having sex with young children, many still in infancy. Due
to the size of his collection, he
was charged with 8 separate
counts of possession of child
pornography. At this time it is
not known if he this incident
is related to any of the previous
UND employees arrested for
similar charges late last year.
Basile is currently 37 years
old with no previous arrest history, taught IFR Regulations
and Procedures at the University, and was considered to be
a well-liked professor earning a
4.8/5 average on Rate My Professor for all ratings before the
arrest.
Additionally, the UND
professor was placed in jail with
a substantial bond requirement, he must raise $100K in
order to go free before his trial,
the date of which has yet to be
determined.
He is currently being held
in the Grand Forks County
Jail, and could face up to forty
years in prison, in addition to
$80k in fines.
According to an internal
email sent to all UND students, the alleged photos and
video were found on a staff
given computer, which creates
the possibility that the images
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Photo courtesy of Eric Basile’s Twiiter page
Eric Basile could face up to forty years in prison if he is found guilty.

were downloaded using UND’s
internet, and could have been
viewed while on UND property in between classes or during office hours. Furthermore,
these incidents have become
increasingly common within
UND faculty, with both a police officer and a UND professor arrested last year for
possession of similar illegal
substances, and perhaps most
disturbing of all in previous incidents campus students were
not notified by the University.

This year however, with
a new administration, credit
must be given for a prompt
and immediate response.
UND President Mark
Kennedy issued a statement
Friday September 9th stating
that the University had taken
prompt action against the alleged criminal. According to
Kennedy “Mr. Basile has been
placed on administrative leave.
The conditions of his administrative leave include a ban
from campus property and a

no contact order with UND
students, faculty, and staff.”
Furthermore, Kennedy offered
psychological support to any
who may have been affected by
the professor via the University
Counseling Center.”
As with all criminal cases
in progress Basile is to be considered innocent until proven
guilty.
David Owen is the news editor
for the Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
dowen123455@yahoo.com

The Dakota Student is looking for
talented writers
to apply for next
semester. Join a
team dedicated to
bringing the news
to the UND campus and beyond.
DAKOTASTUDENT.
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9/11; 15 years later, remembering the worst day
matt eidson
the dakota student
15 years ago, a teenaged
boy walked into the agriculture science building of the
Adrian High School, in Adrian, Missouri, a small town of
less than 3,000 an hour south
of Kansas City, Missouri.
The boy sat down in front
of one of the several tables
lined in a large u-shape. As
his classmates began to slowly
filter in, discussing all manner
of teenaged topics: upcoming dances, football games
and dreaded classes with strict
teachers, he looked toward the
back of the room to see his
teacher, Mr. Lentz, walk out of
his office.
Mr. Lentz was one of those
stereotypical teachers you see
in every school. He was always smiling, outgoing and
genuinely interested in the
lives of his students. This day
though, he did not project the
kind of enthusiasm one might
expect. He stepped out of his
office and gazed around at
the students, as if he were just
seeing them for the first time.
His eyes narrowed and gave
the impression the mind behind them was jumping from
thought to thought a mile a
minute.
As the students took their
seats, taking notice of Mr.
Lentz’s unusual behavior, their
voices hushed. After what
seemed like an eternity, Mr.
Lentz walked to the front of

the class with his eyes down,
as if he were afraid he would
step on something if he weren’t
careful. Standing before the
class, he simply asked, “does
everybody know what’s happened?”
The students looked at
each, curious if anyone knew
what Mr. Lentz was talking about. When they had
concluded their ignorance
amongst themselves, Mr. Lentz
sighed deeply and scanned the
room as he muttered, “this
morning, a group of people
flew two planes into both towers of the World Trade Center.
The buildings collapsed.”
That was the exact moment I learned about the terrorist attack on the World
Trade Center. That was the exact moment the phrase “9/11”
took on a new meaning for
me, forever.
Looking back now, 15
years later, I’m 28 years old
and the memory is just as
strong as it was the day after.
I still remember coming home
and not knowing how to act,
or what to feel. I knew there
was something inside of me
welling up and getting closer
to bubbling over, but I just
couldn’t put my finger on it.
It took years to figure out,
but now I can look back and
tell you honestly: I was scared.
I felt vulnerable. The idea that
something like that could happen was unthinkable. It was
like staring at the hand of magician who should be holding

Pictured above: FDNY Firefighter at ground zero. Picture below: ground zero, NYC.

a quarter, only to find it empty. I simply could not process
the information.
Over the years, my fear
turned into anger, and as it
has a way of doing, my anger
turned into hatred. I despised
the people who did this, and
that anger led me to join the
Marines in early 2008. Less
than eight months after arriving to boot camp, I was stand-

ing on Iraqi soil in desert camouflage utilities, anxious for
what lay ahead.
Over the course of the next
eight years, I saw life changing
scenes and performed perspective-altering tasks. I returned
from Iraq, only to turn around
a year later and arrive in Afghanistan. I spent my military
career searching for redemption, but more than that, I was
searching for answers.
To this day, I still can’t
tell you why someone would
kill so many people in such a
manner. The hatred they must
have felt to find it necessary to
give their own lives in the pursuit of taking others is a notion
I can’t even begin to comprehend. Then again, maybe I
can.
All these years later
though, I can tell you this: if
there is an answer to that kind
of hatred, it’s such a complicated answer that I wonder
if it’s even worth discovering.
We can blame it on whoever
and whatever we want to, but
in the end we’re only trying
to make sense of it, forgetting
the fact that sometimes things
simply don’t make sense.
Whenever I think about
the World Trade Center, and
that day, a certain image always comes to mind, an image the media refers to as “the

Photos courtesy of pixabay.com

falling man.” Perhaps you’ve
never heard of this image, or
even seen it. Should this story
prompt you to search for the
image, I feel a responsibility to
inform you that it is quite possibly the most gut-wrenching
photo you’ll ever see.
With his head oriented
toward the ground, a man
was photographed moments
after he leapt from the World
Trade Center. The image invokes several thoughts, to me
at least. I wonder what must
have been going through his
mind as he fell. Certainly he
was terrified and felt he had no
other choice but to end his life
on his own terms. But what
was he thinking about? His
wife? His children? His family?
What goes through one’s mind
when they know they’re going
to die in a matter of seconds?
These thoughts are tragic,
and maybe someone will read
this and be offended I would
even bring this topic up. I don’t
consider my thoughts to be offensive in this case though, because trying to imagine what
this man was thinking gives
me a perspective on my life I
don’t have the majority of the
time.
In seeing this man as he
is in the photo, I come to see
the pettiness of so many of the
worries I allow to haunt me. I

come to appreciate my life and
the country I live in, and how
delicate the balance is between
life and death.
Let us not forget the one
thing that matters above all
else: people died. Whatever
the reason, whatever the motivation and whatever the result, a lot of people died who
didn’t have to. Try and see past
the fact that you’re angry and
simply see the truth, and the
truth is, at least in my case,
that I regret their loss. I only
wish I could have done something more to stop it, because
as I’ve learned, there’s nothing
you can do to fix it.
Hold your family closer
tonight and cherish the fact
that you have all that you do.
Spend time with your friends,
take a break from studying
and just take a moment to
soak in your surroundings, because life is beautiful. Life has
a beauty to it we often forget,
and it’s only when someone
loses it that we remember how
much it means to us.

Matt Eidson is the opinion editor
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
stewart.eidson@und.edu

Tim Kaine, the stable choice for the Clinton campaign
sean cleary
the dakota student
With multiple columns
opining about the various
presidential candidates in last
week’s issue, I wanted to briefly write about Secretary Hillary Clinton’s running mate,
Senator Tim Kaine (D-VA).
Kaine is a first term senator from the Virginia; prior
to that he was the chairman
of the Democratic National Convention, lieutenant
governor and governor of
Virginia, and the mayor of
Richmond. His selection by
Clinton reveals several themes
about both her candidacy
and the presidential race as a
whole.
Kaine was seen as the safe
pick for Clinton; he’s a relatively moderate and respected

member of the Senate. In an
article published by Politico
over the weekend, very few of
Kaine’s Republican colleagues
could find something negative to say about him. This
stemmed from not only his
policy positions but also his
demeanor and reputation as
someone who was ready to
work across the aisle.
This bipartisanship and
more laid back approach to
governance is also what made
him unappealing to some on
the left. Many clamored for
a more progressive pick, like
Senator Elizabeth Warren (DWA), especially after Senator
Bernie Sanders (I-VT) was no
longer in the race.
Critics from the left
voiced concerns over issues
like Kaine’s support for regulatory relief for credit unions
and community banks, al-

Photos courtesy of politico.com
Pictured above: Tim Kaine.

though in the scope of the
whole election, this issue
seems like a relatively small
issues, and in my opinion, a
pretty fair position for Kaine
to take.
I don’t think Kaine’s selection had much to do with his
home state. While traditionally regarded as a swing state,
Virginia has been polling very
strongly in Clinton’s direction
for the past several months,
even before Kaine was selected as her running mate. Additionally, empirical research
has shown the selection of
vice presidential candidates
has a very slight to negligible
effect on how the ticket preforms in their state.
Apart from his position
on the issues, his selection
essentially doubles down on
Clinton’s desire to be seen the
more stable and mainstream
candidate. In an election year
that seems upside down, I
personally don’t know if this
will ultimately be more effective than other choices, but
time will tell. It’s certainly fair
to say the selection of Kaine
did not produce excitement
on the left in the same fashion
Warren’s pick would have.
While in many ways he is
similar to Clinton as a candidate of the Democratic estab-

Photos courtesy of abcnews.go.com
Pictured above: Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton and running mate Tim Kaine.

lishment, he also gives some
balance to the ticket. He’s
respected on Capitol Hill,
whereas if elected, Clinton
will almost certainly be fighting uphill against Congressional Republicans from day
one. Additionally, while Clinton struggles with issues related to the Clinton Foundation
and her tenure as Secretary
of State, Kaine is essentially
scandal free and not prone to
making unfortunate gaffes on
the campaign trail.
His respect in DC could
pay dividends if him and
Clinton are ultimately successful, but in a campaign
where Donald Trump has
found success by distancing himself from the nation’s

capital and has selected Governor Mike Pence (R-IN) as
his running mate, it also sets
up a pretty clear dichotomy.
Trump will continue to run
as the outsider, saying the
country needs him to save it,
while Clinton will run maintain the course, which she
and many others would argue
is not nearly as dire as Trump
makes it appear. At the end
of the day, you have two very
different presentations of the
current state of America, and
two different visions about
how to shape it over the next
four years.

Sean Cleary is a copy editor for
The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
seandcleary13@gmail.com
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or reject columns or letters
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expressed in columns and
letters reflect the views of the
writer and do not necessarily
represent the opinion of the
staff of the Dakota Student.
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Creationism vs. evolution, an on campus debate
jacob notermann
the dakota student
Before I dive in, allow me
to say that I am a card-carrying
Catholic, a supporter of religious freedoms, a supporter of
freedom of speech and believe
debate is a crucial role in society. With that being said, let’s
begin.
People should not argue
with preachers. There. I said
it. If you don’t believe what
a person is preaching, walk
away and go on with your life
(or lives, depending on your
faith). Last Thursday and Friday, the UND green was, let’s
say, blessed with the rants of
Tom Short from “Truth On
Display.” On these days, this
brave soul set up camp and be-

gan preaching his word of God
and his disbelief in scientific
advances.
Just to clarify on what he
was preaching, he is a nondenominational
Christian
who follows Creationism. The
Dakota Student is no place to
either attack nor promote a religious belief, but I can get on
my soapbox over how students
reacted to Preacher Tom.
You could hear Tom from
O’Kelly to Merrifield, but his
bully-circle was no more than
20 students at a time. This
mob mostly consisted of those
who were there to watch a
fight rather than listen to the
poor guy talk. During the two
hours I was sitting there (shooing away his hip, young semipreachers like mosquitos),

half the time Tom was talking
about his beliefs. The other
half was a medley of medical and engineering students
questioning him about everything in the universe.
These students would ask
Tom questions — “If God exists, why is there suffering in
the world?” and “Can God cure
cancer?” — While I watched
and listened, all I could do was
smile at the amount of pretentiousness and bullying happening around me. I watched
a group of 20-somethings argue with a balding adult about
morality and how the universe
worked. I watched college students (who have read neither
the Bible nor The Origin of
Species) ask a man questions
as though Tom was God.
Tom is a man. A man with
a strong faith and wants to
help the world. He believes he
knows how to save people from
a terrible life and is watching
the world around him fall like
Sodom. And I saw a group of
young kids argue with him for
the sole purpose of trying to
hurt him.
There is no reason to go
after this man. Your beliefs
are not being harmed by him.
If you don’t want to listen,
simply keep walking. If you
care that other people might
stop and start believing what

Photos courtesy of Matt Eidson, The Dakota Student
Pictured above and below: Tom Short discusses creationism at UND.

Tom believes, you don’t. Odds
are, you would not have spoken about this if Tom had
not shown up. No one goes
around campus preaching
about evolution. That tells me
that no one cares about what
other people think unless they
are given the opportunity to
yell at a grown man and gain
a few moments of fame for a
snapchat story they don’t even
follow.
The interesting thing is

that Preacher Tom has dedicated oodles of more time
into proving his theories than
a student has simply reading
about their own. Heck, he created a traveling God parade
with a band of God-kids; I
don’t think everyone got an
“A” on their evolution exam.
My point is that those who
attacked Tom had no right to.
They disrespected not only
freedom of speech and freedom of religion, but they also

disrespected someone who is
praying for them. If a student
argues with him regarding
his beliefs, they are only fueling Tom’s fire and proving his
point. They guy just wants to
help you, don’t grill him over
it.

Jacob Notermann is a staff
writer for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
jacob.notermann@und.edu

Dakota Access Pipeline; the good, the bad and the ugly
emily gibbens
the dakota student
The Dakota Access Pipeline is a massive pipeline project that will run from western North Dakota down to
Patoka, Illinois. That is over
a 1,000 mile stretch for this
30-inch pipe to cross over. The
pipeline will be transporting
the light sweet crude oil that is
being produced in the Bakken
site and the Three Forks site,
both in the Williston Basin
area. According to the Dakota
Pipeline Facts website, the
pipeline will transport around
470,000 barrels every day,
each barrel holding 42 gallons.
The Good: This pipeline is
supposed to lessen the amount
of imported oil America brings
in to satisfy our energy needs
in a day. On the website of
The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), it
is said that America uses on
average 19.4 million barrels of
oil per day, but we import 9.4
million barrels from 82 different countries each day. This
means that about 48 percent
of the oil America expends
each day is foreign oil. By using more pipelines, the process
of transporting and refining
oil becomes more efficient,
which means we are importing
and using less foreign oil.
Pipelines are also one of
the safest ways to transport oil
products. Without this pipeline, rail cars and trucks would
be transporting the oil to Illinois, which is an extensive
disaster waiting to happen.
Derailed rail cars and crashed
trucks can become extremely
explosive and dangerous to everyone involved.

Pictured above: People gather to protest the construction of the Dakota Access Pipeline.

The Bad: With oil production and oil transportation, come many downsides.
The Dakota Access Pipeline
will inevitably cause different
types of pollution along its
pathway. From noise pollution
due to the heavy machinery,
to air pollution and haze, to
the methane emissions that
are said to have a major impact on global warming, there
is no doubt that pipelines are
not the best for the ecosystem,
along with any other action
dealing with the production or
transportation of oil.
Another downside to the

pipeline construction is the
disturbance of land and the
organisms who have made that
specific land their home. The
land is restored after trenching
and filling over the pipeline,
but for the time being the animals do lose their homes and
are forced to find somewhere
away from the noise and construction.
Oil spills and leaks are also
always a dangerous possibility
when it comes to dealing with
petroleum. There are specific
measures that can be taken to
stop oil spills such as doublewalling the pipeline, so that if

Photos courtesy of latimes.com
Pictured above: A man stands next to an upside down American flag.

there is a crack in the initial
pipeline, the second wall will
catch it before it reaches the
ground or water, but it is not
said if the Dakota Access Pipeline will have double walls.
The Ugly: With the production plan of this pipeline,
a massive protest against it has
emerged. The Standing Rock
Sioux tribe is giving it everything they’ve got to try and
stop the Dakota Access Pipeline from being constructed.
The pipeline would not cross
onto their reservation land,
but it would go directly under the Missouri River just
a mile north of the reservation. The tribe is protesting
because the Missouri River is
their main water source, and
if an event such as an oil leak
in the pipeline was to occur,
their main water supply would
be contaminated with crude
oil. They are also against it
because the path of the pipeline would cross over burial
grounds of their ancestors on
land that used to be, but is no
longer part of their reservation. The protest started back
in April of 2016, and nearly
40 people have been arrested
in relation to the protest since
then. The protest has included
thousands of people creating

Photos courtesy of abcnews.go.com

protest sites and camping on
and around the construction
site for months. There have
been instances where protesters have chained themselves
onto the construction equipment and refused to move off
of the site, therefore delaying
construction significantly. The
first act of violence during said
protests occurred on Sept. 3. It
is unknown who provoked the
violence, but guards used pepper spray and unleashed guard
dogs on the protesters. Multiple people and dogs were injured in the process. On Sept.
9, a federal judge decided that
the construction of the Dakota
Access Pipeline would not be
stopped due to the Standing
Rock tribe’s protest.
I can understand where
both sides are coming from,
but with this issue, I side with
the pipeline. I believe it should
be built because of the convenience and efficiency it will
bring in transporting oil out of
our state.
In the long run, using
more renewable energy sources
like wind and solar would be
ideal, but until we can perfect
that and get it to where it is reliable and everyone can use it,
this is our best option. There
is already a pipeline called the

Northern Border Pipeline that
crosses the protested areas, and
it hasn’t created a problem as
of yet, so I think if the Dakota
Access Pipeline follows the
same route, it should not be
much of an issue. I think the
best option to negotiate would
be to double-wall the pipeline,
so it lessens the chance of it
damaging the reservation’s water supply or any other ecosystem.
As Dr. Chester L. Karrass,
the creator of the most successful negotiation seminar
to help business people, engineers, leaders, and many others in the U.S, once said, “In
business as in life, you don’t
get what you deserve, you
get what you negotiate.” It
might not be fair to the tribe,
but looking at the map of the
pipelines across America, it
seems that if their water supply would be put in danger,
so would everyone else’s in the
country. It’s really a difficult
situation to analyze, and anyway you look at it, someone is
going to end up losing out.

Emily Gibbens is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
emily.r.gibbens@und.edu.
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Great traditions carried out

Women from the medical and law schools (above) competed Friday at Memorial stadium prior to the men (below).

Declan hoffman
The Dakota Student

An annual tradition
between UND law and
medical students brought
out the competitive spirits from both sides Friday
night at the Malpractice
Bowl, three weeks into
their strict study schedules.
The two schools pulled
together the best athletes
they could find for each
side of the field. Played like
a traditional football game,
nine on nine, all the rules
remained the same barring
the no-tackle rule, in place
of which are flags. This
doesn’t stop each side from
dedicating the same passion on the field, though.
“Especially in the men’s
game, it gets pretty intense,” Harrison Weber,
third year law student and
Captain for the men’s team
said. “A lot of testosterone
on one field can make for

a few questionable plays
from both sides, but out
on the field, it’s down right
smash mouth, grind-it-out
football.”
Record keeping for the
famed annual event is limited, but opinions regarding each team’s reputation
are in no short supply. The
consensus seems to be that
the law school men’s team
record edges the medical
school men’s team. The law
school men have taken five
out of six games from 2009
to 2014, according to the
Grand Forks Herald. Only
seven losses were reported
by the Dakota Student
from 1970 to 1997 as well.
Still, the mood out on the
field remains mutual as do
the players purposes.
“It is a great opportunity to compete and get
to know your fellow classmates better. Also, it provides us the chance to build
relationships with the law

students through competition,” Chris Waind, second
year medical student and
linebacker said.
Women from the medical school, on the other

far from their life passion.
“I want to win obviously, but I also want to keep
all of my teeth,” joked second year medical student
Vanessa Miller during a

“We’re all busy,
it’s a great way for
some fun. We want
body all together to

Photos by Daniel Yun/The Dakota Student

students to wind down and
find a well-deserved release
from the books.
“We’re all busy med
school and law students so
it’s a great way for every-

med school and law students, so
everybody to get together and have
to win too, but just bringing everyplay for a trophy is a great time.”
Trevor Cantrell
Second year law student

hand, seem to have fared
much better than their
male counterparts over the
years. Five of the past seven
games between 2009 and
2015 have ended with the
win for the women of the
medical school. Even so,
the attitude of these young
doctors fails to wander too

pre-game warm up with
her teammates.
For many of the players, the experience of such
a rigorous study schedule
and course outline is very
new, just three weeks new,
and the bowl provides
an opportunity for those
newly minted graduate

body to get together and
have some fun. We want to
win too, but just bringing
everybody all together to
play for a trophy is a great
time,” Trevor Cantrell, second year law student said.
The law school ‘Rough
Justice’ will be receiving
an official record of their

win on the newly initiated,
two-year-old Malpractice
Bowl trophy, beating the
medical school 28-12. The
women too will see their
name forever next to 2016,
taking down the medical
school in a competitive 1914 game.
While there may have
been changes to the dynamic of the games as
they’re played, the objective is still the same as it
was 50 years ago, and students still come back for
the same reasons.
“It’s all fun this year,
there’s no pressure, it
doesn’t matter how old
you are … it’s really just a
great tradition and an awesome way to get out and
have fun with everybody,”
Cantrell said.

Declan Hoffman is a staff
writer for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
declan.hoffman@und.edu
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Loving
the
slice
from
Up
North
Pizza
S
Amanda Hefner
The Dakota Student

Ah, pizza. Greasy, warm,
cheesy, gooey, tasty pizza.
Pizza is fuel for the regular college student, including myself. So when I heard
about the opening of a new
pizza joint in East Grand
Forks, I had to check it out.
The restaurant is called
Up North Pizza Pub and
it is located on the ground
floor of the Minnesota
Heights apartment building
at the intersection of Fourth
Street and Demers Avenue.
Up North Pizza Pub
opened for business this
past summer, and offers
guests a selection of pizza,
sandwiches, salads and
soups. It also has a bar area
with a selection of over 40
craft beer and wine taps as
well as cocktails.
After hearing the buzz
around town, my friend and

I decided to take the drive
out to East Grand Forks for
what would hopefully be a
hot and satisfying dinner.
As we arrived at Up North

tunate enough to visit the
restaurant during a smartphone app promotion, as
they were offering 50 percent off the entire food bill

wild rice salad, coleslaw, as
well as a cup of chicken wild
rice soup.
I was particularly interested in the drunken rooster

“I would deﬁnitely recommend the food to anyone looking
for a tasty slice of pizza, as the drunken rooster truly is a little
pizza heaven.”
Amanda Hefner
The Dakota Student

Pizza Pub, I walked into the
restaurant with big eyes and
an empty stomach — taking
in the sights of fresh wood
paneling and the smells of
smoke and charred cheese.
My friend and I wasted
no time grabbing a booth
and feasting our eyes on the
menu.
Luckily, we were for-

via the UConnection app for
college students.
Knowing that we would
be saving a ton of money, I
felt no guilt in diving right
into the menu and splurging.
My friend and I ordered
just about everything on the
menu, including the drunken rooster pizza, the broccoli

pizza. The name in itself
was enough to capture my
curiosity, but the toppings
seemed even more peculiar.
The drunken rooster piz-

za is topped with pheasant
sausage, pistachios, whiskey
glazed apple slices and sauce.
I was unsure about how
warm apple slices would
taste on my pizza, but when
the food arrived to our table,
I was not disappointed.
Everything was hot, tasty
and delicious. The chicken
wild rice soup was creamy
and the broccoli salad was
fresh and delightful.
The drunken rooster pizza was a brilliant combination of warm, savory flavor.
I have to say, this pizza is one
of the best pizzas I have ever
enjoyed in Grand Forks.
I enjoyed the pizza so
much, I had almost five
slices of pizza. As our bill
arrived, I left the restaurant

feeling full and content.
After having dinner at Up
North Pizza Pub, I would
definitely recommended the
food to anyone looking for
a tasty slice of pizza, as the
drunken rooster truly is a
little pizza heaven.
If students are interested
in checking out the new
pizza joint, Up North Pizza
can be found at 314 North
4th Street, 4th St NW, East
Grand Forks, Minn.
5/5 stars *****

Amanda Hefner is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student. She
can be reached at amanda.
hefner@und.edu

Struggling for the means

UND students ﬁnd a way to pay for college expenses

Jacob Notermann
The Dakota Student
Loans are a drag for
some, but a savior for others.
According to the U.S.
Department of Education,
roughly nine out of 10 high
school students attended a
public high school, rather
than a private high school.
Meaning, the grand majority of college students
have little to no experience
in paying for school. This
leads many to ask questions
like, “How will I pay for
college?”, “How do I apply
for loans?” and/or “What is
an interest rate?”
After some time to
learn, most students find an
easy path to funding their
futures while in school. For
others, the funds are much
harder to find. A great
loss is out on society when
bright minds are left underutilized simply because the
cash wasn’t there to get into
college.
Holly Nokes is a UND
student with a story few
can relate to. While in high
school, she, her mother, and
a few pets found themselves
living the basement of another man’s home. The financial struggles reached
a point where her mother
no longer had to pay rent,
because he noticed she was

struggling to feed the family.
For those out there who
believe the poor are lazy or
who believe that those without money are so because of
sin or morals, Nokes is the
counterexample.
“No. I knew there were
programs out there that
could help me,” Nokes said.
Now, she’s an ambitious student and makes it
all work thanks to the very
same loans the rest of us take
and a late-night shift at Buffalo Wild Wings.
Keep in mind, Nokes’s
story is not a norm for those
in her family’s condition. A
lot has to go right for someone to find the funds for
post-secondary education.
The student must start with
ambition, potential and a
proven record of success in
high school. The parents
must be supportive of the
cause, already know the
track to take, and bring the
student up in an environment where resources are
available.
For many students, it was
obvious that college was the
next step. They knew they’d
have to take out loans. The
only variables were which
school lessened the burden
and how many hours a week
they’d have to work. Many
take their place for granted,
others are just lucky to be
where they are. It’s about
what you make of it.

Courtesy of pixabay.com

Jacob Notermann is a staff
writer for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
jacob.notermann@und.edu
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UND Soccer fights to snap their four-game losing streak

The Fighting Hawks collect a draw against the Leathernecks, but lose hope for a win against the Redbirds
ADAM GUNDERMAN
The Dakota Student
The University of North
Dakota headed to Illinois over
the weekend with hopes of snapping a four game losing streak.
While the Fighting Hawks
were able to snap the streak with
a tie, they still remain winless in
September.
The weekend began with
Western Illinois as the teams
fought hard to a double overtime
0-0 draw.
The Leathernecks proved to
be a tough competitor as they
commanded the field for the first
half. Bringing in 13 of their 18
shot attempts in the first, they
kept the Fighting Hawks on
their toes.
The Hawks picked up the
pace as both teams only recorded
a total of five shots on goal in the
game. The crucial plays for the
Hawks came during overtime
when they took two of their five
corner kicks, but unfortunately
nothing that produced any scoring plays.
Netminders from both ends
put on an unreal performance for
their teams.
UND freshman, Catherine
Klein showed her skills as she
collected her second shut out of
her collegiate career.
Offensively, sophomore Katie Moller collected four of the
five shots on goal for UND in
her 74 minutes of play.
“I feel we really controlled
the majority of play; outside of
some chances from corner kicks,
I thought our defense really minimized threats,” head coach Matt
Kellogg said. “We created a lot

UND sophomore Katie Moller during a match last season again Idaho.

of dangerous attacking chances
throughout regulation and into
overtime, but just couldn’t connect on them.”
The feeling was mutual
on the other side of the field as
Western Illinois moved their
overall record to 1-4-1 on the
season.
“We wish that we would

have won the match, but you
can take shutouts and the defense with you on the road,” said
Director of Soccer Dr. Eric Johnson. “This can help us prove to
other teams that we’re tough to
score against, and I think that’s
the biggest part, is that our team
is buying into that we need to
defend. Today we were rewarded

for that with a clean sheet.”
UND’s luck ran out Sunday,
as they couldn’t manage to adjust
their performance to contend
against Illinois State.
The Redbirds jumped ahead
early on in the first half as freshman forward Mikayla Unger
scored her second on the season
a little over 15 minutes into the

Photo by Nick Nelson/The Dakota Student

game. Illinois recorded 12 shots
against UND’s Catherine Klein.
The Hawks on the other
hand played a sluggish game;
with three shot attempts and the
only shot on goal was recorded
by senior Zoe Foster.
The Redbirds solidfied their
win with a penalty kick in the
final minutes of play for a 2-0

final.
The Hawks continue to look
for a win as they head to Ogden,
Utah to face Weber State, Septmber 25, kick off is set for 1 p.m.
Allyson Bento is the sports editor for The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
allysonmarie.bento@und.edu

Women’s Volleyball snagging wins down south
UND moves their record over .500 as they collect fours wins on the road
Hunter Plante
The Dakota Student
The University of North
Dakota are looking ahead
to a schedule stacked with
skilled teams. With games
against SEC’s Ole Miss and
Big 12’s Texas Tech, a sign of
relief on the horizon would
be welcomed in the nonconference schedule, but
that isn’t how Mark Pryor
wants things.
UND continued on the
road to play a total of five
games this week, with two
taking place at host school
Jacksonville State (Alabama),
and the next three in Clemson, South Carolina hosted
by the Clemson University
Tigers.
Wednesday
morning started with a match
against Jacksonville State.
The Fighting Hawks started
strong as they would take
their first match 3-0 over
the Gamecocks. UND continued on a hot streak as
they proceded to dominate
Wednesdays matches. The
Hawks dismantled Alcorn
State, as they would earn a
much needed sweep over the
Braves. Both games bringing
their overall total 6-5.
“Two wins. That helps,”
UND head coach Mark
Pryor said. “The thing about
today that I like more than
the W’s was that we had opportunities in both matches
to get some valuable playing time and get some other
players some rest.”
Coach Pryor noted the
fact that his squad got to
play in front of a local high
school, and promote the
game of volleyball.
“It was a great experience for us to play in a high
school and be able to promote the game,” said Pryor.
Looking to build off
of those two dominating
sweeps, UND would take a
short trip north off to South
Carolina for a tournament

hosted by Clemson University. Those games would be
played over two days, one on
Thursday, and two on Friday.
UND put on a performance for the history books
against Clemson. The Hawks
picked up the programs second win over a Power-5 conference. The first ever win
came back in 2014 with a
win over SEC foe Mississippi
State.
Clemson had trouble all
day stopping the balanced
UND
offensive
attack.
Freshman Ashley Bruggeman led UND with 12 kills,
and Chelsea Moser was close
behind with 10 kills for the
Fighting Hawks. Junior Sydney Griffin added 39 assists,
while piling up a career high
20 digs.
The 3-1 win over Clemson was UND’s third win
and two days, and it bumped
the Hawks record to one
game over .500 at 5-4.
“Every team has one or
two of these kinds of matches a season where nothing
goes right,” Clemson head
coach Hugh Hernesman
said. “A lot of credit has to
go to North Dakota for how
well they played. I thought
they served really well and
we struggled on first and second contact. Most matches
come down to serve and
serve receive and that’s what
our fans saw here tonight.
“Friday wrapped up the
“Clemson Classic”. UND
played two games against
Tulane, and East Tennessee State. Playing a total of
10 sets for the day, UND
would lose in the morning
to Tulane University in five
sets, but would bounce back
later on, and defeat ETSU
in another five set marathon
match.
“We fight to five sets
so often because we’re still
learning and figuring out our
lineup,” Tulane head coach
Jim Barnes said. “We chal-

lenge the ladies all week on
defensive toughness and not
letting the ball hit the floor,
and that was the difference
in the match.”
Coach Pryor was happy
to get the split, but thought
his team was inconsistent.
“Today we learned just
how close the difference between winning and losing is.
We were in and out of it all
day.”
UND stays on the road
as they travel to Brookings,
South Dakota for a battle
with long-time NCC rival
South Dakota State. After
that game next Wednesday,
the Hawks soar into the
Twin Cities for a tournament hosted by 2015 Final
Four participant Minnesota.

Photo by Daniel Yu/The Dakota Student
UND Junior Tamara Merseli bumping the ball during a match last season.

Hunter Plante is a sports writer
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
hunter.plante@und.edu
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The Fighting Hawks unable to find their first win of the season
UND crawls back from a 0-14 deficit against Bowling Green, but ultimately falls 26-27
Adam Gunderman
The Dakota Student
The Fighting Hawks lost
in another heartbreaker this
week falling to the BGSU
Falcons, 26-27.
After losing last weekend
to Stony Brook on a blocked
punt, the Hawks looked to
take on the lone FBS team
on their schedule. Last year,
they defeated Wyoming, but
this year, a win against a
school from the higher division was not in the books.
Following last week’s
performance, UND’s offense started the game on
an offbeat. They recorded a
three-and-out on their first
drive again this week and
sputtered on their first few
drives.
The Hawks’ defense
forced
a
three-and-out
against the Falcon’s offense
on their first possession. The
next drive, BGSU’s highpowered offense was able to
get a quick strike touchdown
on their first play of the possession. Scott Miller caught
a 71-yard touchdown pass
The game started to look
bleak for UND after BGSU
scored another touchdown
on their next drive to make
the score 0-14.
The Hawks came alive in
the second quarter as UND
Kicker, Reid Taubenheim,
hit a 36-yard field goal. Deion Harris then promptly intercepted a pass on BGSU’s
ensuing drive and brought it
back to the house to erase all
but four points of the Falcon
14-point lead making the
score 10-14.
“I wasn’t expecting this
game to be so close. But a
win is a win,” BGSU sophomore wide receiver Scott
Miller said. “I think that
moment when we went up
14-0 we thought we had it
in the bag and we were going

Photo by Nick Nelson/The Dakota Student
UND Kicker, Reid Taubenheim setting up for action during a game last season.

“ I felt like we had the momentum and it was
the right call to make at the time.”
Bubba Schweigert
Head Coach

Photo by Nick Nelson/The Dakota Student
UND Quarterback, Keaton Studsrud playing against UNC during last seaon.

nal minutes of the game, Keaton Studsrud led the Hawks
down the field to score a
touch down on a three-yard
pass to Stetson Carr with 13
seconds remaining. UND
went for two points, and
failed as Carr was not able
to haul the pass in. The final
score was 26-27.
“We had a chance to win
it there at the end. I felt like
we had the momentum and
it was the right call to make
at the time,” UND head
coach Bubba Schweigert
said. “We just have to make
a play there.”
While some fans may
look at the missed two-point
conversion as what lost the
game, Studsrud didn’t think
that was the lone reason for
the loss.
“Stuff like that happens
in football,” Studsrud said.
“We had a lot of other opportunities that we could
have capitalized on earlier
in the game that probably
wouldn’t have put us in that
position.”
UND returns to North
Dakota for their home opener and the 51st Annual Potato Bowl. They will take on
rival South Dakota University. This is the first meeting since 2011 when UND
defeated USD in a thriller
38-37. Kick off at the Alerus
Center, saturday, September
17th at 4 p.m.

Adam Gunderman is a staff
writer for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at adam.
gunderman@und.edu
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to blow (North Dakota) out,
and then it shows to how resilient they were.”
Once again, the Falcons would strike quickly.
After getting the ball back
with under two minutes on
the half remaining, Miller
would haul in another long
pass, this time for a 51-yard
touchdown to make the
score 10-21 going into the
half.
After a down opening
week, Santiago was back to
his old form. After a 32-yard
scamper on the first drive,
Santiago was able to finish the drive himself with
a 21-yard touchdown run
bringing the score to 17-21.
Santiago would finish the

game with 122 yards and a
touchdown.
The Hawks got the ball
back on the next Falcon drive
after Tyus Carter recorded
his first career interception
setting up Taubenheim for
a 44-yard field goal. This
brought UND within one
point of a victory at 20-21.
BGSU drove down the
field once again. Miller
hauled in his third touchdown of the game to extend
the Falcon lead, but BGSU
missed the extra point. This
made the score 20-27 nearing the end of the third
quarter.
The defenses held each
other scoreless for much of
the fourth quarter. In the fi-

The Dakota
Student is
seeking
talented writers.
Stop by our
office in the
basement of
the Memorial
Union to
schedule an
interview
today.
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